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”Merlin”, said the king, “It makes      
no difference whether you are a 

dream or not, so long as you 
are here. Sit down, and be 
patient for a little while, if you 
can. Tell me the reason for your 

visit. Talk. Say you have come 
to save us from this war...” 

(White, 1977) 
 

 
 
 

 
 
“If you could pass through 
Paradise in a dream, and have 
a flower presented to you as a 
pledge that your soul had really 
been there, and if you found 
that flower in your hand when 
you awoke...What then?” 
(Coleridge, 1816) 
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I.- INTRODUCTION: 

The long-term effects of massive traumatic events can affect survivors for the            

rest of their lives. Some people present symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder            

(PTSD) many years after the trauma. Sleep disturbances and disturbed dreaming are            

among the hallmarks of the long-term effects of traumatic events (Hefez et al., 1987;              

Kramer and Kinney, 1988; van der Kolk, 1984).  

This paper is an attempt to describe some of the consequences of trauma on the               

sleep and dream phenomenon, and the possible adaptive role that dreams play in the              

process of adjustment after experiencing severe trauma. It will start by reviewing            

different theories on the function of dreams, and in particular, the adaptive function of              

dreams. Subsequently, it will describe the major characteristics of post-traumatic stress,           

including dissociation and traumatic memories. Then, it will comment on the various            

research findings on dream characteristics in survivors of trauma, like dream content,            

structure, recall, and recurrent dreams. Finally, it will briefly describe the characteristics            

and function of traumatic nightmares. To conclude, the proposal of an experiment is             

suggested in order to explore the relationship between successful adjustment and           

various dream characteristics, based on previous research regarding the adaptive          

function of dreams in traumatic and stressful events. 

II.- THE ADAPTIVE FUNCTION OF DREAMS: 

The adaptive function of dreams has been investigated directly in a series of             

experimental studies by Greenberg et al. (1972). For example, Greenberg, Pillard and            

Pearlman (1972) examined the effect of REM deprivation on adaptation to a highly             

negatively arousing film. These groups were shown the same noxious film the night             
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before and the morning after sleeping in the lab. Results supported the hypothesis that              

subjects who had been deprived of REM would demonstrate less adaptation to the             

stressor on the post-test than would either of the control groups. In addition, Greenberg,              

Pearlman and Gampel (1972) reported significantly shorter REM latencies in seven           

patients suffering from war-related, repetitive, traumatic nightmares, thus suggesting         

some dysfunction in the adaptive REM mechanism. In another study (Grieser,           

Greenberg and Harrison, 1972) it was found that REM sleep facilitated retention of             

material containing affective components from a presleep experience, which was also           

interpreted by the authors as indicative of the adaptive function of REM sleep and              

dreaming. 

However, the fact that there is some evidence to suggest that REM sleep serves              

an adaptive function does not imply that the dreams themselves serve such a function.              

Do dreams have an adaptive function, especially following stressful and traumatic           

experiences? If so, how do they serve this function?. 

Two major hypothesis about the psychological function of dreaming are Freud’s           

drive discharge model (Freud, 1963, 1965, 1967) and the adaptive model based on an              

ego psychology viewpoint (Breger, 1967; Fromm, 1964; Greenberg, 1970; Pearlman,          

1970). Jones (1962,1970) has also emphasized the synthesizing and integrating ego           

functions in dream production, presenting a number of clinical dreams to demonstrate            

both defensive and adaptive reality-oriented aspects in dream content. He proposed           

that dreams might provide an ego-synthesis function and even suggested that dreams            

permit “assimilation” of traumatic experiences, providing a kind of schemata to           

incorporate and integrate the stressful elements. 
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Likewise, Breger (1967) proposed that “dreams serve to integrate affectively          

aroused material into structures within the memory systems that have previously proved            

satisfactory in dealing with similar material” (p. 24). Thus, during dreaming the current             

conflict may be tested for fit with a variety of schematas which are generally related to                

similar conflicts. Consequently, a “mastery” or integration of psychological material          

related to a state of affective arousal is possible. 

Conversely, Greenberg et al. (1970) suggested that stressful events are not           

integrated into the dreams, they are repressed and no adaptation takes place. Along the              

same lines, some authors (Wood, 1962; Hauri, 1967; Foulkes et al., 1967) have argued              

that following a stressful experience, dreams might be less anxious, even pleasant, and             

would contain fewer incorporations of stressful elements. According to this view, dreams            

may serve the function of a compensating mechanism. 

A different perspective is proposed by Hartmann (1991, 1995). In his theory of             

function of dreaming he suggests that during dreaming we make important connections            

in the nets of the mind, between recent experiences (day residue) and old memories.              

He also states that dreams serve to contextualize emotions. Thus, in the case of a               

traumatic experience the dominant emotion of the dreamer guides the connecting           

process with related material available in the memory and imagination and determines            

which images appear in the dream. Subsequently, the emotions become less intense            

and change as the trauma becomes less powerful and is gradually resolved or             

integrated.  

From Hartmann’s theory of function of dreams derives the idea that dreaming            

has a quasi-therapeutic function (Hartmann, 1995). Apparently, it allows the person to            
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make connections within a “safe place”, which is what the process of therapy does. That               

is, to help the patient make important connections from various experiences and            

integrate them within safe boundaries and a therapeutic environment. In dreaming -            

REM sleep - the safe place is provided by the well established muscular inhibition which               

prevents activity and the acting out of dreams (Jouvet, 1962; Jacobson et al., 1964). 

In general, the findings seem to point to the idea that the function of dreams is an                 

integrative one. Dreams integrate information about species survival and adaptation,          

and help maintain the integrity of the sense of self in humans. This sense of self is the                  

result of the individual’s ability to remember, because memory preserve the continuity of             

the self across time. Therefore, it is important to explore how extreme situations such as               

traumatic events affect the function of memory and hence, the sense of self. 

III.- TRAUMA AND ITS EFFECTS: Dissociation and Traumatic Memories:  

One of the predominant characteristics of trauma is the individual’s inability to            

recall important personal information usually due to the traumatic event, in other words             

dissociation. 

The concept of dissociation is probably appropriately attributed to Pierre Janet,           

who viewed it as the central organizing mechanism of trauma-related disorders. Janet            

recognized that the origin of dissociation was related to a traumatic event in the past,               

and also proposed that cure was facilitated through the discovery of the trauma             

(Frankel, 1990). Likewise, Sigmund Freud, in collaboration with Josef Breuer, outlined a            

similar approach to the concept of dissociation. The theory postulated that “. . . in               

individuals under stress (especially hysterical patients) or with a strong environmental           

precipitant, a vulnerable state occurs during which traumatic impressions cannot be           
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associatively thought about. The content of consciousness becomes temporarily         

dissociated and certain complexes of ideas fly apart.” (Freud 1893, p.19). Thus, the             

memory of traumatic events splits off into a second state of consciousness. From the              

psychoanalytic point of view, the concept of dissociation was linked to the concept of              

repression as a need for defense against unacceptable thoughts and wishes, and was             

not related  to the idea of dissociation as a mechanism of adaptation. 

More recent authors have defined dissociation as “the process of severing           

connections between categories of mental events - between events that seem           

irreconcilably different, between the actual events and their affective and emotional           

significance, between actual events and the awareness of their cognitive significance,           

and finally, as in the case of severe trauma, between the actual occurrence of real               

events and their permanent, symbolic, verbal mental representation” (Davies and          

Frawley 1994, p. 63). In the dissociative process a part of the traumatic experience can               

be too overstimulating to be recorded along the usual channels, so it is “cordoned off”               

and established as a separate psychic state within the personality, thus, creating two or              

more ego states that alternate in consciousness, and emerge to think, behave,            

remember and feel. 

Dissociation has been related to Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and           

presented within the symptomathology of the disorder (Herman, 1992). The survivor of            

a traumatic event experiences the dissociated traumatic states in the form of memories             

of trauma that are unavailable at other times, recurrent intrusive images connected to             

the trauma, symbolic acting out, inexplicable somatic sensations, among others.          

Herman (1992) classifies the many symptoms of PTSD into three main categories:            
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“hyperarousal”, which reflects the persistent expectation of danger and the hyperalert,           

anxious attitude; “intrusion”, which reflects the indelible imprint of the traumatic moment            

that spontaneously breaks into consciousness in the form of flashbacks or nightmares;            

and “constriction”, which reflects the numbing response of surrender, the powerless,           

helpless state of the person. It is in this last symptom of PTSD, “constriction”, that               

dissociation appears to serve as an alternative to escape from the intolerable situation.             

As Herman points out: “this altered state of consciousness might be regarded as one of               

nature’s small mercies, a protection against unbearable pain” (p. 43). 

Traumatic events not only produce profound changes in cognition, emotion,          

physiological arousal and memory, but there may be a major disruption in integrative             

functions as well. That is, survivors are unable to integrate the information of the              

traumatic event with the rest of their personality or self. It is as if there is a separate self                   

that acts independently from the rest of the other functions. 

Judith Herman notes, “ . . .the traumatized person may experience intense            

emotion but without clear memory of the event, or may remember everything in detail              

but without emotion (p. 37).” She, together with van der Kolk (1991) and others, have               

drawn on the early work of Janet (1919) who observed that new experiences are              

typically integrated into existing mental constructs without much conscious awareness          

in what he called “narrative memory”. On the other hand, frightening experiences may             

not be easily integrated into existing cognitive structures. Thus, the memory of such             

experiences is stored differently, becoming irretrievable under ordinary conditions, and          

“dissociated” from conscious awareness and voluntary control. Fragments of these          

unintegrated experiences are then reflected in what is called “traumatic memory”.           
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Because these experiences are so overwhelming, they cannot be integrated into           

existing mental framework or schema (Piaget’s concepts of assimilation and          

accommodation), hence they are dissociated and later intrude into memory in a            

fragmented way. 

It is believed that traumatic memories “lack verbal narrative and context, rather,            

they are encoded in the form of sensations and images” (Herman, 1992). Van der Kolk               

(1991) has devoted considerable attention to the issue of human memory processes,            

pointing out that memory is an active process involving mental schemes, formed over             

time on the basis of experience, into which new information is absorbed and integrated.              

He states that: “Almost all memories are malleable by constant reworking and            

recategorization. When people are exposed to trauma the experience cannot be           

organized on a linguistic level and this failure to arrange the memory in words and               

symbols leaves it to be organized on a somatosensory or iconic level: as somatic              

sensations, behavioral reenactments, nightmares and flashbacks.” (p. 441). 

In general, dissociation seems to follow a continuum, where the least severe of             

the extremes is experienced by people in everyday life, for example: automatic driving             

or typing, daydreaming, etc., and the most severe of the extremes is the dissociative              

state as a consequence of a severe stressful or traumatic experience, becoming a             

symptom or a disorder in itself, with some kind of function with in the disorder. 

Apparently, the dissociative mechanism provides protection and is useful in          

situations where reality is impossible to bear, when certain behaviors need to be             

automatized, when there is a irreconcilable conflict, when the person needs to isolate             

himself from a catastrophic experience in order to protect the integrity of the self (at               
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least some part of it), or when there is an alteration of the sense of self, so the traumatic                   

event is experienced “as if this is not really happening to me”. 

According to van der Kolk and Kadish (1987), dissociation as a response to             

traumatic life events is the most common reaction and an adaptive one as well, because               

“. . . it allows relatively normal functioning for the duration of the traumatic event and                

leaves a large part of the personality unaffected by the trauma.” (p.186). In addition, the               

authors suggest that amnestic dissociation remains adaptive throughout the person’s          

lifetime without further psychopathological consequences. 

In sum, even though dissociative states prevent the person from facing           

overwhelming feelings and painful memories, and even though these states help avoid            

any trace of reminiscent trauma, traumatized people are deprived and limited in their             

opportunities to successfully cope with new situations. Moreover, they seem to have to             

pay a price for the protection they afford by narrowing their lives and ultimately              

perpetuating the traumatic event. 

After the person has gone through a traumatic experience, he develops           

resources to cope with its effects, and among the coping strategies dreams are believed              

to play an important function. As Kluft (1992) states: “dreams often monitor integration             

and may represent some sort of healing process in which the mind may be assuming a                

new configuration” (p.123), but the available research on it as been too few to really               

justify any clear conclusions about it. 

IV.- DREAM CHARACTERISTICS IN SURVIVORS OF TRAUMA: 

a) Dream Content and Structure:  
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Contrary to previous belief that the content of dreams derive from essentially            

random memories (Hobson and McCarley, 19), or as Foulkes would say: ...”there is no              

more underlying meaning in dreaming than there are angels who might sit on the heads               

of pins” (1962, p.164), there is new evidence about how dream content is intimately              

related to the person’s life experiences and, even more intensely so, to severe traumatic              

events. 

In a study observing the relationship between dream content and stressful           

events, there appeared to be a strong relationship between dream content and            

post-sleep mood (Koninck and Koulack, 1975). Also, it has been proposed by Breger et              

al. (1971) that: 

“the changes in dream content observed following stressful experiences 
are indicants that the  dreamer is attempting to master the stress by 
integrating some of its elements, along with their anxious connotations, 
into the dream.” (p. 250) 
 

In addition, Cartwright (1991), using subjects that were undergoing divorce and           

stressful separation, found that affectively rich dreams which incorporated the former           

spouse tended to have a healing function, that is, to be associated with better coping a                

year later. 

Furthermore, in relation to dream content, Lavie and Kaminer (1991) compared a            

group of well-adjusted Holocaust survivors with a group of less adjusted survivors, and             

they found that well-adjusted survivors dreamed about their present life rather than            

about the past, and whenever they dreamed about aggression or hostility they were             

spectators rather than directly involved. 
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In relation to dream structure, Lavie and Kaminer (1991) found statistically           

significant differences between the groups with respect to dream complexity and dream            

salience. Also, dreams of the control group (no Holocaust survivors) were longer, and             

had higher scores for vividness, imagination, and emotional elements, than dreams of            

the two survivor groups. These characteristics point to the hypothesis that dreams serve             

as a mechanism to successfully adjust to post-trauma life. 

Dreams open a window to observe the evolution of recovery from a traumatic             

experience. For survivors of trauma, remembering and exploring the content of their            

dreams can provide access to earlier emotional wounds that later shape their            

post-traumatic response patterns (Siegel, 1995). The series of dreams that come after a             

traumatic event often show a progression toward mastery as the trauma is resolved. 

b) Dream Recall: 

A study done about dreams of Vietnam combat veterans showed that they            

recalled dreams more often than did control subjects (55% vs. 45%) but were alone in               

reporting military references in their dreams (Kramer and Kinney, 1984). Research           

reveals dramatic decrease in dream recall in a group of Holocaust survivors who             

showed adjustment to post-war life in comparison with less adjusted survivors and            

control group (Lavie and Kaminer, 1991). 

Moreover, in a study by Hefez et al. (1987) post-traumatic patients were found to              

have very low rates of dream recall. The few dreams that were recalled were brief.               

There seems to be an inverse relationship between recall of a dream and its density.               

Greenberg et al. (1972) and Hefez et al. (1986) studying survivors of extreme traumatic              
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experiences, found that patients showed a very low rate of dream recall after REM              

awakenings despite intensive eye movement activity. 

Furthermore, Kramer, Schoen and Kinney (1984) who compared dream recall          

after spontaneous awakenings from REM sleep in Vietnam veterans with and without            

disturbing dreams, reported on a lower than normal recall rate of 50% in the              

non-disturbed veterans. Identical findings were reported in chronic PTSD patients from           

the Lebanon War by Bleich et al. (1990) 

A decrease in dream recall may be one form of the long-term adaptation to              

severe traumatic events. It seems that a decrease in dream recall works as a coping               

mechanism for the traumatic event. The results of these studies suggest that lower             

rates of dream recall may represent a “healthier adaptation”, or be the avoidance of              

inner processes, as a way of making an adaptation (Lavie and Kaminer, 1991).             

However, it is difficult to ascertain if the dream suppression comes right after the              

traumatic event or if it evolves in the survivor after many years of coping with the                

trauma, since most of the research done has used subjects whose trauma occurred             

many years prior to the investigation. Therefore, it is not clear if dream recall serves an                

adaptive function and a healing one until psychological well-being and adjustment is            

achieved, followed by the suppression of dream recall, or if a decrease of dream recall               

plays as an adaptive protective function right after the trauma is experienced,            

preventing the surfacing of any anxiety arousing memories from the past which could             

interfere with sleep and a healthy development.  

c) REM Sleep: 
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While it has been long recognized that dreaming may occur during non-REM            

sleep as well as REM sleep, certain features appear to distinguish these two forms of               

sleep mentation (Rechtschaffen, 1973; Foulkes, 1962). It seems that there are           

differences in the amount and the quality of mental activity that they yield. Indeed, REM               

sleep contains more vivid, bizarre and dream-like content, with less correspondence to            

the waking life of the subject. Interestingly, some research has suggested that            

post-traumatic nightmares are more likely a manifestation of non-REM sleep, and hence            

differ from ordinary nightmares. 

According to Hartmann (1996), dreaming has the function of making connections           

and integrate information, especially after a traumatic experience, hence the importance           

that this occurs in a safe place for the traumatized person. Therefore, dreaming during              

REM sleep provides a safe place procuring a well established muscular inhibition which             

prevents activity and the acting out of dreams. On the other hand, traumatic nightmares              

seem to happen usually during non-REM sleep, thus failing to provide a safe place to               

make connections and integrate information and consequently failing in their adaptive           

and healing function.  

In a study by Kramer and Kinney (1988) with Vietnam combat veterans, clear             

dream differences were found between these subjects and a control group. The            

veterans tended to have military references in half of their dream reports, in contrast to               

the control group that had no military references. The veterans seemed to have normal              

recall rates out of REM sleep, suggesting a coping strategy of repression on the part of                

the control group. 
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There have been several attempts to describe sleep patterns of people suffering            

from PTSD of both the acute and chronic form in which the stimulus has been a war                 

experience (Greenberg, Pearlman and Gampel, 1972; Lavie et al., 1979; Schlosberg           

and Benjamen, 1978). In general, the sleep abnormalities that have been found are a              

decreased slow wave sleep, an increased wake time, and a decreased REM percent.             

Also, delayed REM onset has been found, pointing to a coping strategy in some              

veterans to avoid the reexperiencing in their dream. 

The greater the degree of disturbed dreaming that had been experienced since            

the trauma, the more symptoms of PTSD were currently reported (Kramer et al., 1988).              

It seems that individuals who experience trauma and show symptoms of disturbing            

dreams following the traumatic experience, thereafter maintain an altered physiology,          

that is, an altered sleep pattern. 

d) Recurrent Dreams: 

Dream theorists generally agree that recurrent dreams are related to unresolved           

difficulties in the dreamer’s life (Fosshage and Loew, 1987). 

Why would a traumatized person need to dream the very same thing night after              

night, or even once a month, or every seven years? 

Freud (1920) said that what lies behind this tendency to repeated dreaming is a              

kind of anxiety unique to psychic trauma, “traumatic anxiety”. The anxiety stirred up by              

trauma is too intense to be handled by an ordinary nightmare. Furthermore, assuming             

dreams function as a coping device for warding off internal emotional conflict, they do              

not seem to “work” after massive horror and trauma, therefore the dreams need to              
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repeat and repeat. We can presume that this traumatic anxiety does not dissipate             

spontaneously during one’s lifetime. 

According to Terr (1990), psychic trauma sets up four kinds of repeated dreams:             

a) exact repetitions, b) modified repetitions, c) deeply disguised dreams, and d) terror             

dreams that cannot be remembered upon awakening. All of these dreams leave the             

dreamer with an uncomfortable feeling. Therefore, “dreaming a repeated dream does           

not discharge the tension stirred up by a trauma. [Consequently], one may dream             

trauma-related dreams for many years of one’s life.” (Terr, 1990, p.210). 

It seems that most repeated dreams eventually become modified through new           

elaborations, as new life circumstances add to the dreams. They no longer stay exact,              

although the modified dream carries the traumatic nucleus within it, because the central             

horror of a post-traumatic dream, no matter how elaborate it becomes, stays the same. 

On the other hand, various authors (Bonime, 1962; Weiss, 1964; Cartwright,           

1979; Delaney, 1991) have stated that if recurrent dreams signal the presence of an              

unresolved conflict, then the cessation of a recurring dream should indicate that the             

conflict has been successfully dealt with. Similarly, Domhoff (1993) stated that “to the             

degree that the experience is assimilated, to the degree the dreams decrease in             

frequency and become altered in content” (p.23). 

Likewise, Brown and Donderi (1986) have reported similar results in a study            

comparing recurrent dreamers, former recurrent dreamers and non-recurrent dreamers.         

They found that the recurrent dream group scored consistently lower on measures of             

well-being than both past-recurrent dream group and non-recurrent dream group. Also,           

past-recurrent dreamers scored consistently higher than non-recurrent dreamers on         
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indices of well-being and positive dream content. In general, these studies suggest that             

recurrent dreams occur in times of stress, are accompanied by negative dream content,             

and are associated with a deficit in psychological well-being. 

Recurrent dreams and repetitive dreams themes are similar in many respects to            

traumatic nightmares. Most recurrent dreams have negative content, arise during          

periods of stress, and dissipate once the stressor has been successfully dealt with.             

There seems to be certain continuity between nightmares and other forms of dream             

recurrence in relation to traumatic experiences and PTSD. 

V.- TRAUMATIC NIGHTMARES: 

The term nightmare often has been used to describe a “vivid and terrifying             

nocturnal episode in which the dreamer is abruptly awakened from sleep” (Levin, 1994,             

p.127). Some authors (Hartmann et al., 1987) have suggested that frequent nightmares            

reflect a structural impairment in “ego boundaries” which fail to protect the dreamer from              

perceived threats. As a result, nightmare sufferers have been characterized as           

unusually open and vulnerable people with a lack of the usual defense mechanisms. 

Nightmares are a common concomitant of post-traumatic stress disorder which          

often follows massive trauma and can persist for many years (van der Kolk et al., 1984).                

In a study of 66 subjects with stress response syndrome, Horowitz (1980) found that              

54% reported bad dreams and 51% intrusive thoughts while trying to sleep. Frequent             

nightmares have been reported in combat veterans. For example, De Fazio (1975)            

found that 67% of veterans had nightmares; in a study by van der Kolk (1981) with 199                 

combat veterans, 59% reported nightmares more often than once a month, usually with             

combat related content. 
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Trauma sufferers have nightmares. Trauma, whether it be from a natural           

disaster; from a car or train accident; from an attack by abusive parent, a rapist, enemy                

soldiers, or concentration camp guard, is very commonly followed by terrifying anxiety            

dreams (Lansky and Bley, 1995). Since these dreams seem to be so intimately related              

to the traumatic event, and are viewed as simple responses to trauma instigated by the               

impact of the trauma itself, questions about the relation and function of trauma to              

dreams are often not asked, much less answered.  

In most of the literature on trauma, traumatic nightmares are not conceptualized            

as true dreams. From the psychoanalytic point of view, the wish-fulfillment hypothesis of             

dreams is particularly counterintuitive: how can one imagine the return to a scene that              

is, by definition, traumatic to the point of generating overwhelming and unmanageable            

terror? 

What ever the combination and despite the fact that the association of trauma             

with nightmares has become a truism, the study of post-traumatic nightmares as true             

dreams is limited. Nightmares are usually understood to be affectively laden stress            

response ideation, a ‘replay” of the traumatic event, more like an upsetting memory, or              

like a nighttime flashback than a true dream. (Lansky and Bley, 1993). 

But a closer look suggest that thing are more complex than this view. Nightmares              

seem to play an important role in the process of experiencing and understanding a              

severely traumatic event. Therefore, the function of nightmares can be explored in the             

context of the dynamics of conflict and defense against painful awareness that would             

generate more conflict. The psyche of the traumatized person undergoes a sense of             

being broken, unpoised, fragmentation-prone, liable to personality disorganization or         
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dissociation following stimuli that do not so affect other persons. Traumatized persons            

develop panic, seemingly irrational fears, distrust to human environment, and lapses           

into altered states of consciousness. They come to acquire a shameful sense of             

themselves as no longer being the way other people are, being exposed and broken,              

without control and without refuge. These central conflicts in the traumatized person            

have to be taken into account in order to understand their defense functioning, their              

symptoms, their dreams and nightmares (Lidz, 1964). 

The phenomenon of traumatic nightmares are classified among ideation         

occurring in the wake of a traumatic event, so that the nightmare is considered to be as                 

integral a part of the traumatic situation as is an inflammatory response to a physical               

injury. 

a) Characteristics: 

Post-traumatic nightmares are very different than ordinary nightmares        

(Hartmann, 1981,1987). In ordinary nightmares the content can be almost anything,           

there is almost always danger of some kind to the dreamer, the content is usually               

described as vivid and with many different sensations, and it usually occurs during REM              

sleep. Also, they occurred late in the sleep cycle, are rarely repetitive, have dream-like              

content, and are not accompanied by body movements (van der Kolk et al., 1984).              

Post-traumatic nightmare is a different phenomenon, a kind of memory intrusion           

(Hartmann, 1991). It differs from ordinary nightmares in content, repetitiveness, biology,           

and function. It occurs after a especially severe trauma, and it involves a “walling off” or                

“encapsulation” of the traumatic memories using more rigid defenses and thicker           

boundaries, as an attempt to keep the traumatic experience separate from the rest of              
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the person’s life (Hartmann, 1991). Of course, the presence of nightmares and            

flashbacks indicates that the attempt is not really successful. The material is walled off              

in the sense of being kept separate from other memories, not integrated, yet under              

certain conditions it is suddenly and involuntarily “replayed”. Which brings us to the             

question of what role do traumatic nightmares play, and what is their function in the               

context of a traumatic experience? 

Traumatic nightmares differ from ordinary nightmares in that they are repetitive           

dreams that are usually almost exactly like the actual trauma, they occur early in the               

sleep cycle and are accompanied by body movements (Fisher et al., 1973; Kale et al.,               

1980; van der Kolk et al., 1984). 

b) Function of Traumatic Nightmares: 

Nightmares occur when the integrative capacity of the dreamer is exceeded           

because of the altered emotional state of the dreamer (Kramer, 1991). It involves a              

repetitive pattern which is used as a restatement of the person’s conflict, often in              

different settings and at different levels of regression, with different degrees of            

concreteness or abstraction. According to Kramer (1991), these patterns are          

elaborations or specifications of the general thesis that nightmares may subserve a            

problem solving function. It may be through this effort at “emotional problem solving”             

that the traumatic nightmare fails to contain the emotional surge that leads to the              

arousal-awakening after sleeping, which is the hallmark of nightmares and disturbed           

dreaming. 

In general, psychoanalytic and dynamic thinking about nightmares tend to stress           

adaptation, mastery and integration as the function of traumatic dreams. Freud (1920,            
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1933) in relation to traumatic nightmares, postulated that the function of these dreams             

was the wish from the ego for mastery. Weiss (1986), discussing nightmares of             

prisoners of war, notes that dreams dealing with actual trauma may occur after             

prisoners are freed as compared to blissful dreams while they are held captive.             

Hartmann (1984) notes that post-traumatic nightmares normally run a course of           

approximately six weeks before the repetitive quality of the dream blends with other             

dream elements. 

Although some of the literature has looked upon nightmares as attempts of            

integration of traumatic experience, it seems that these attempts simply exceed the            

dreamer’s adaptive capacity (Kramer, 1991) usually do not successfully solve problems           

and certainly do not preserve sleep. Traumatic nightmares seem to function differently            

than dreams in relation to trauma. Contrary to dreams, they seem to fail in their function                

of adjustment and do not heighten psychological well-being in the traumatized person 

Sleep and dream disturbances in PTSD may be the most, if not the only,              

objective and potentially quantifiable of the symptoms (Kramer and Kinney, 1988). It            

may be possible that if we can understand the more psychophysiological symptoms of             

this phenomenon, we might find an entry point to understand the abnormal state that              

underlies the disorder. 

VI.- DREAM DIFFERENCES BETWEEN WELL-ADJUSTED vs. NON-ADJUSTED       

SURVIVORS OF TRAUMA: 

A good deal of useful recent work has detailed the role of dreams in problem               

solving and integration of traumatic experiences (Blitz and Greenberg, 1984; Weiss,           

1986; Hartmann, 1991). Recent authors have expanded the notion of conflict from            
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strictly oedipal conflicts (Jones, 1931), to include conflicts about aggression,          

helplessness, and fears of separation and merger (Mack, 1974), and loss of self-objects             

(Blitz and Greenberg, 1984). Breger (1971) has studied the effects of stress on dreams.              

Cartwright (1991), studied the function of dreams in recently divorced men and women.             

Lavie and Kaminer (1991), studied dream characteristics and successful coping in           

Holocaust survivors.  

Despite differences in results from the various studies, it seems evident the idea             

that dreams are strongly related to the person’s life events and that dreams have a               

function of integrating material and processing experiences to then integrate them into            

the self. Nevertheless, neither current nor earlier dream function theories provide           

precise indications as to how dreams serve this adaptive function (Dallett, 1973 in             

Koninck, 1975).Therefore, an important question would be whether the components of           

dreams that have been found to change or appear following stressful or traumatic             

experiences have an adaptive function? and if so, how? 

A number of possible hypothesis can be derived from the literature review: 

Hypothesis: 

1.- Dreaming can be closely related to adjustment after a traumatic experience,            

because changes in dream content and characteristics followed by a stressful event            

indicate the dreamer is attempting to master the stress by integrating some of its              

elements into the dream. 

2.- Dreams in well-adjusted survivors of trauma will differ from dreams in non-adjusted             

survivors of trauma in their content, saliency, intensity, dream recall, recurrence and            
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frequency. There will be significant differences between the dreams of the two survivors             

groups in relation to their success in post-trauma adjustment.  

3.- Well adjusted survivors will not report experiencing a significant amount of            

nightmares, whereas non-adjusted survivors will report high frequency of traumatic          

nightmares in their sleep. 

 

 

VII.- METHOD: 

Despite a good deal of research has been undertaken to test the idea that              

dreams have an adaptive function, there is not yet a clear consensus about the findings.               

One reason for this is that there is some confusion and confounding about what is being                

tested, dreaming or REM sleep, because they usually occur at the same time but may               

become dissociated on occasion. 

Another problem is that subjects come to the experiments with current concerns            

and emotional distress that is hard to discern from their everyday life situation.             

Therefore, it seems that the best way to test whether dreams have an adaptive function               

and produce some real change in waking behavior is to use subjects that have              

experienced extreme and severe emotional disturbances that create genuine affect and           

persists for a considerable period of time. 

The goal of this experiment is to study the possible relationships among            

measures of dream characteristics and measures of psychological well-being and          

well-adjusted survivors of trauma and less-adjusted survivors of trauma. The          

experimental hypotheses are organized around the proposition that the reviewed          
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research findings point at the possibility that dreams play an important adaptive role in              

the process of adjusting to a severe traumatic event. 

This experiment will be a variation of the experiment published by Lavie and             

Kaminer (1991) with Holocaust survivors, in the sense that some of the measures used              

to report successful adjustment and different dream characteristics will be replicated in            

this experiment with Cambodian refugees. 

a) Subjects: 

Ninety subjects will participate in the study. Thirty of the ninety subjects will be              

composed of patients from the Cambodian Refugee Project sponsored by the Family            

Health Center of Montefiore Medical Center of the Albert Einstein College of Medicine in              

the Bronx, New York. These subjects will be currently experiencing symptoms of PTSD             

and will score high in all the measures for trauma. They will also present adjustment               

problems and score low in measures of psychological well-being and well-adjustment.           

The second group of thirty subjects will be composed of Cambodian refugees that             

belong to the Cambodian community in the Bronx, but are not currently seeking help              

from the Family Health Center. These subjects must score high in the Trauma             

Questionnaire and must show no symptoms of PTSD,. They also will score high on              

measures of psychological well-being and psychological adjustment. The third group of           

thirty subjects will be a control group composed of people who has had never gone               

through a war experience or any other form of trauma. These subjects must score very               

low on the Trauma Questionnaire and must not show symptoms of PTSD and be free               

from medical and mental illness. 
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The age range for the subjects will be 30 to 65 and each of the three groups will                  

have 15 males and 15 females. 

 

 

 

b) Procedure: 

Each participant will complete three sets of protocols. The fist set consists of a              

battery of tests and questionnaires to characterize the three different groups. This            

includes the Post-traumatic Stress Disorder Questionnaire based on the DSM-III, the           

Harvard Trauma Questionnaire and the Indochinese translated version of the Hopkins           

Symptom Checklist-25. 

Once the results are scored and interpreted on the light of presence or absence              

of trauma the second set of protocols is administered. This set consists of six measures               

of psychological well-being and a clinical interview in order to identify who have             

successfully adjusted to post-war life, and those who have less successfully adjusted.            

The clinical interview will be done by a experienced clinical psychologist and will be              

focusing on six specific areas of functioning. 

Finally, when the three groups have been clearly identified and divided in relation             

to presence of trauma, psychological well-being and successful adjustment the third set            

of protocols will be administered to all the subjects. This consists of three different              

measures of dreams, regarding dream content, dream structure and dream recall           

followed by a brief semi-structured interview on frequency of nightmares. 

c) Variables: 
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1.- Independent Variables: 

1.1.- Presence of trauma 

1.2.- Psychological well-being and successful adjustment 

2.- Dependent Variables: 

2.1.- Dream content 

2.2.- Dream structure 

2.3.- Dream recall 

2.4.- Frequency of nightmares 

3.- Covariates: 

3.1.- Socio-economic status (SES): rankings will be based on subject’s reported           

occupations. 

3.2.- Years of education in Cambodia: will be used as covariate in order to reduce               

variability on the dependent measures and to help assure that the results will be              

independent of this demographic variable. 

3.3.- Age: will be used as covariate in order to reduce variability on the dependent               

measures and to help assure that the results will be independent of this demographic              

variable. 

3.4.- Sex: will be used as covariate in order to reduce variability on the dependent               

measures and to help assure that the results will be independent of this demographic              

variable. 

3.5.- Type of trauma: only subjects that have gone through the 1970’s Pol Plot genocide               

in Cambodia (Khmer Rouge regime) will be used to assure the homogeneity of the              

experience and the type of trauma, in order to reduce variability on the dependent              
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measures and to help assure that the results will be independent of this demographic              

variable. 

d) Measures: 

The three sets of protocols consist of: 

Presence of trauma: 

The trauma history will be assessed through the Post-traumatic Stress Disorder           

Questionnaire based on the DSM-III, the Indochinese translated version of the Hopkins            

Symptom Checklist-25 and the Harvard Trauma Questionnaire made available by the           

Harvard Program in Refugee Trauma (Mollica et al., 1987, 1992). 

Psychological well-being and Adjustment: 

In order to determine subjects who have successfully adjusted to post-war life            

and those who have less successfully adjusted a clinical interview will be used             

regarding the following six areas of life: 

a) Problems at work: instability, dissatisfaction with any type of work since the war,              

being fired from work several times. 

b) Marital and Familial problems: divorce, dissatisfaction with familial life. 

c) Social relations: social isolation, lack of friends, no contact with other people. 

d) Somatic complaints: complains of chronic pain in different parts of the body, somatic              

illnesses in the past, impotence. 

e) Mental problems: history of ambulatory psychiatric treatment. 

f) General dissatisfaction in life: complaints of bitterness and feelings that life could be              

better. 
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Six measures of psychological well being and adjustment will be used as well,             

which are: 

a) Neuroticism Scale: in the Eysenck Personality Inventory (EPI) (Eysenck and           

Eysenck, 1968), will be used to measure emotional liability and over-reactivity, vague            

somatic upsets such as headaches, insomnia, etc. Test-retest reliability range from .84            

to .97. 

b) State-Trait Anxiety Inventory Scale (STAI): by Spielberger, Gorsuch, and Lushene           

(1970) is a 20-item self-report instrument which measures the general tendency to            

experience subjective, consciously perceived feelings of tension and apprehension.         

Test-retest reliability coefficients of .73 to .86. 

c) Beck Depression Inventory (BDI): by Beck and Beamesderfer (1974) and assesses            

affective, behavioral, cognitive, and somatic symptoms of depression. Test-retest         

reliability is .74 

d) General Psychopathology Symptomatology Index: in the Symptom Checklist - 90           

(SCL -90) by Derogatis (1977) and measures the current level or depth of individual              

psychopathology. Test-retest reliability ranges from .78 to .90 

e) Life Events Inventory (LEI): by Paykel and Uhlenluth (1972) is a 61-item list of life                

events that range from the pleasant to the very unpleasant and that occurred in the               

subject’s past 6 months. It possesses good concurrent validity. 

f) Structured and Scaled Interview to Assess Maladjustment (SSIAM): by Gurland et al.             

(1974) which consist of 9 subscales and measures levels of adjustment. 

Characteristics of Dreams: 
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Dream report content analysis will be used to study the characteristics of dream             

content and structure in relation to adjustment and psychological well-being. Two well            

validated and formulated content analysis systems are those of Hall and van der Castle              

(1966) and Gottschaalk and Gleser (1969). Scales from each of these systems will be              

used: 

a) Friendly and aggressive social interactions scale: measures five classes of friendly            

social interactions, ranging from mildly friendly to very friendly. Interrater scoring           

coefficients are .91. It also measures eight classes of aggressive interactions ranging            

from mildly aggressive to extremely aggressive. Interrater scoring reliability is .97. 

b) Positive and Negative affect: measures dream affect. Happiness ranges from mildly            

pleasant to exultant. Interrater reliability is .76. Anger, apprehension, confusion and           

sadness cover the range of negative affect. Interrater reliability is .76. 

c) Success and failure experiences: measures event outcomes from achievement          

outcome and environmental press. Interrater scoring reliability ranges from 71% to           

100%. 

d) Anxiety-toned content: which includes six subscales related to death, injury,           

separation, shame, guilt, and diffuse anxiety. Interrater reliability is .90. 

e) Involved hostility: which includes measures of hostility directed inward, hostilities           

directed outward-overt, and ambivalently directed hostilities. Interrater reliability        

coefficients range from .83 to .96. 

f) Personal-social alienation: which includes two subscales of interpersonal relations          

and perception of the self. 
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The analysis of dream structure will be based on Winget and Kramer (1979),             

which includes the following scales: vividness, imagery, complexity, length, visual          

elements, emotional elements, conflictual elements, and overall salience. 

To measure the frequency of nightmares the subjects will check one of six             

possible frequency categories in relation to their nightmares: not at all, very infrequently             

(about 1 per year), few times a year, once a month, once a week, more than once a                  

week. This rank was used by Levin (1994) to measure frequency of nightmares in              

college students. 

e) Design: 

The experiment is a comparative study of a 3 group in-between subjects            

multifactorial design. 

All statistical comparison will be made by Multiple Analysis of Variance           

(MANOVA). Significant F ratios will be followed by post-Duncan tests. A in-between            

group comparison yielding p < 0.05 will be considered significant. Whenever           

appropriate, Chi-square tests will be used as well. 
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